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With this generous collection of 14 brand-new charming quilts, Kim Diehl uses modern time-
saving techniques and rich fabric pairings to pay homage to our quilting heritage. Create simple,
beautiful patterns and motifs in warm, welcoming projects for decorating.Choose from appealing
projects ranging from a pincushion to table toppers, lap quilts, wall quilts, and a bed quiltLearn a
variety of techniques: traditional patchwork, invisible machine appliqué, and wool appliqué on
cotton backgroundsUse Kim's popular "Pin Point" tip boxes throughout—and enjoy the
wonderful photography her books are known for

About the AuthorWith just the third quilt she'd ever made, self-taught quiltmaker Kim Diehl
became the winner of American Patchwork and Quilting magazine's "Pieces of the Past" quilt
challenge in 1998, turning her life down a whole new and unexpected path. Her work has been
featured in numerous national and international quilting magazines. In addition to her best-
selling "Simple" series of quilting books for Martingale, Kim has designed several fabric
collections for Henry Glass & Co., enabling her to be involved in the full circle of quiltmaking
from start to finish.
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             Pages 13 - 112 are not included in this sample.

Simple Applique: Approachable Techniques, Easy Methods, Beautiful Results! Simple
Friendships: 14 Quilts from Exchange-Friendly Blocks Simple Christmas Tidings: Scrappy Quilts
and Projects for Yuletide Style Simple Harvest: A Bounty of Scrappy Quilts and More Simple
Charm: 12 Scrappy Patchwork and Applique Quilt Patterns Simple Seasons: Stunning Quilts and
Savory Recipes
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Mary, “Great quilt projects. I'm a huge fan of Kim Diehl's books, patterns and fabrics and this
book is another good one for my quilting library. Her instructions are easy to understand, very
detailed and helpful diagrams. The book was sent in a sturdy envelope but the shipper must
have bent it as it creased the spine slightly which did put a small tear on the cover and first few
pages. But that wasn't the sellers fault and I didn't feel it was bad enough to return since they
would lose money on the shipping and it doesn't take away from the book. As with all of Kim's
books I love that her fabric lines coordinate well with her past lines and I'm excitingly awaiting for
her current book to arrive. I also have to mention that this publisher puts out very nice quality
books.  From their cover page to the interior pages they're well made books.”

Amy G., “Excellent condition. This used book was like new!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Beautiful Traditional Patchwork Patterns. Everything about this book is
delightful: the choice of blends and colors, the balance of designs between angular background
patterns and the swirls and dances of the appliques. I will use Kim's color combinations for a
first item and then will try different combinations. That is, instead of earthy colours try variations
in teal, in fuschia.There is a range in ability in the approach to Kim's patterns; first I'll try
something more applique-ish (easy for me) but her book also temps me to attemps the more
geometric patterns (a challenge for me), such is the inspiration her quilts provide. I have similar
books on quilting and appliqueing, but this is a real keeper, my most favourite, for its colour
combinations and patterns. And there seems to be a certain amount of soul and love apparent in
her quilts.”

aseasonedblend, “Good Info, beautiful quilts. I bought this book for the "Lunch Box Social" quilt
pattern, which I love. Putting my own spin on it using fabric from my stash. The author's
technique for appliqué is the best, although I do not need to appliqué  for this particular quilt.”

Myopinion, “Another great book in the "Simple" series !. Another Fabulous book by Kim Diehl. As
with the rest of her books this one is filled with a great range of projects. From small to large with
little and a lot of applique. Kim's style is so home friendly, her directions are easy to follow and
the pictures are spot on to show how to do the techniques. I highly recommend the "Simply"
books by Kim Diehl to all fellow quilters.”

Sandra Walker, “A good book for inspiration and for patterns. This book has lots of lovely smaller
quilt projects that are so typical of Kim Diehl's lovely bright country primitive quilts. Most of these
projects have lots of smaller pieces in them but not all. A good book for inspiration and for
patterns.  You surely need it in your library.”



Peekaboo, “Beautiful Book! I love it!. I am just one of Kim Diehl's many fans. Her colors and
unusual patterns are so beautiful until they are all on my "must make" list!I just finished one quilt
from this book and today began cutting out two more to make. I look at her quilts as comforting
art because they are unusual and soothing to look at. This book has projects for everyone who
loves to decorate with quilts. LOVE THIS BOOK!”

Jacqueline McAlmond, “So many quilts, so little time.. So many great quilts so little time. I am
loving this book. I started right in on the first quilt and it is very easy to follow. I saw so may quilts
I want to make, I know this book will help me improve my skill.  I found it to be very inspiring.”

Rube, “Beautiful quilts, great tips. A charming book full of great tips and beautiful projects. There
are four quilts here that I want to try! That's exciting because often quilt books only have one quilt
that really inspires me. I will be referring to this book a lot over the next few years and will be
looking out for more by the author.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Lovely book. Lovely book delivered in good time. This is a really inspiring
book even for an experienced patchworker. I am very pleased.”

a knitter, “This is a beautiful book, full of colour and comfort. This is a beautiful book, full of
colour and comfort, with several quilts I may just have to have a go at.”

Mrs Karen Tones, “Five Stars. This book did not disappoint x I love every project. Details very
clear”

Mrs Anne E Johnston, “good. Well written, good pictures”

The book by Linda M. Poole has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 232 people have provided feedback.
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